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to test your listening ability. It consists of 3 sections.Section

ADirections: This section is to test your ability to understand short

dialogues. There are 5 recorded dialogues in it. After each dialogue,

there is a recorded question. Both the dialogues and questions will be

spoken only once. When you hear a question, you should decide on

the correct answer from the 4 choices marked A), B), C), D) given in

your test paper. Then you should mark the corresponding letter on

the Answer Sheet with a single line through the center.1. A) Susan

doesn’t want to go to the movies. B) The man is too tired to go to

the movies.C) Susan wants to go to the movies. D) The man wants to

go out for dinner.2. A) Nurse. B) Student. C) Journalist. D)

Teacher.3. A) To the bank. B) To a shoe store. C) To a book store.

D) To the grocer’s.4. A) 5:30. B) 5:00. C) 5:15. D) 5:45.5. A)

Chinese amp. daughter. B) Husband amp. patient. D) Teacher

&amp. student.10. A) Toothache. B) Stomachache. C) A headache.

D) A backache. Section CDirections: This section is to test your

ability to comprehend short passages. You will hear a recorded

passage. After that you will hear five questions. Both the passage and

questions will be read two times. When you hear a question, you

should complete the answer with a word or a short phrase. The

questions and incomplete answers are printed on your test paper.

You should write your answer on the Answer Sheet correspondingly.



Now the passage will begin.11. What sort of factory did we visit last

year? Last year we visited a _____.12. Where did workmen put the

mixture of sand and other materials? They fed the mixture into

_____. 13. Where did some workmen lower a metal frame into?

They lower the metal frame into _____.14. Why is it necessary for

glass to cool slowly? Because this would _____.15. What does this

passage mainly discuss? ______________. 100Test 下载频道开通
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